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dr hab. Adrian Kuźniar
e-mail: adrian_kuzniar@uw.edu.pl

Instytut Filozofii UW
ul. Krakowskie Przedmieście 3,
00-927 Warszawa

Office hours
Wednesday, 16:30–17:30
room 104

 ACTING PROGRAMME COORDINATOR 

David Hume 1711-1776 

 

  

Institute of Philosophy

INTERNATIONAL
STUDIES IN 

PHILOSOPHY

BIOETHICSCOGNITIVE SCIENCEPHILOSOPHY

FULL-TIME STUDIES
BA Programme
MA Programme
PhD Programme

PART-TIME STUDIES
BA Programme
MA Programme

POSTGRADUATE STUDIES
Philosophy

  
Philosophy and Ethics

(teacher specialization)

FULL-TIME STUDIES
BA Programme
(studies in English)

FULL-TIME STUDIES
BA Programme

FULL-TIME STUDIES
MA Programme

POSTGRADUATE STUDIES

 INSTITUTE OF PHILOSOPHY STRUCTURE 

Office address
Instytut Filozofii UW
International Studies in Philosophy
ul. Krakowskie Przedmieście 3, 
room 100, 1st floor (US 2nd floor)
00-927 Warszawa
POLSKA

Office hours
Monday, 10:00–14:00
Tuesday, 10:00–14:00
Wednesday, 11:00–17:00
Thursday, 10:00–14:00
Friday, 10:00–14:00

 OFFICE MANAGER 

Ewa Frączek
e-mail: ewa.fraczek@uw.edu.pl
tel.: (+48) 22-552-37-34

Sign in and upload your results of High School Diploma via the Internet Registration 
for Candidates System (www.irk.oferta.uw.edu.pl).

 ADMISSION 

www.philosophy.uw.edu.pl

 MORE INFORMATION AT: 

* Languages in columns 1 and 3 must differ

Points are calculated as follows:

W = a * P + b * M + c * J + d * X

OBLIGATORY SUBJECTS

Polish language or
original language of 

maturity (high school) 
exam*

Mathematics
Modern foreign 

language

One of the following subjects: 
Biology, Chemistry, Economics, 

Philosophy, Physics, Astronomy, 
Geography, History, Computer 

science

weight 30% weight 30% weight 20% weight 20%

W –  the final result
 P  –  result from Polish or original language
M –  result from Mathematics 

J –  result from modern foreign language
X –  result from additional subject
a, b, c, d –  weights



 It is better 
to be a human being 

dissatisfied 
than a pig satisfied; 

better to be Socrates 
dissatisfied than 
a fool satisfied.
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“love of wisdom” – the systematic 
inquiry into fundamental 

issues such as the universe, 
knowledge, mind, ethics, 
language, art and politics. 

It helps to develop critical, precise, 
logical thinking,  
and the ability to ask
questions and debate. 

INTERNATIONAL STUDIES IN PHILOSOPHY
 (BA-studies in English)

— John Stuart Mill

International Studies in Philosophy is the programme taught entirely in English 
which took off in October 2007. It provides a comprehensive and systematic  
account of Western philosophy – from the wisdom of Ancient Greece to the con-
temporary philosophical discussions around the globe.  
All tutorials, lectures and exams take place in English. The teaching staff are young, 
well-prepared and have a wealth of teaching experience both within Poland and 
in other countries.
Students can broaden their intellectual horizons with a varied programme of lec-
tures, tutorials and seminars. During lectures - students gain knowledge of the 
subject, while tutorials and other classes enable them to analyze basic philoso-
phical ideas and deal with the theoretical problems that arise.

From the academic year 2019/20 our studies are FREE OF CHARGE
for all new students, including citizens of non-EU countries
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English is the international language of 
philosophy
–
The acquired competence provides a 
good basis for applying for prestigious 
grants and scholarships as well as for 
MA and PhD studies throughout Europe
–
Well-qualified teaching staff
–
Comprehensive library collection
–

Philosophy graduates who are not na-
tive-speakers also gain a solid know-
ledge of English which makes them 
more employable both in Poland and 
the European Union
–
Philosophy graduates are seen by ma- 
ny employers as particularly valuable 
employees
–

 WHY STUDY PHILOSOPHY (IN ENGLISH) 


